PARKING NOTICE
As a town centre location we are very limited on parking space and like the other
businesses within the town we do not have specific parking other than that saved for our
hotel guests who have travelled long distances and paid for overnight parking.
On many occasions recently people arriving to stay with us have had to park in the town
and their luggage be transported in by our staff. We have also had delivery drivers
unable to arrive at our property to drop off our orders simply because of the bad and
often illegal parking taking place. This means they also have to back out onto the market
street which can be dangerous.
We should also point out the enormous damage taking place on the site regarding
planters, trees, box hedging, signage and lighting all of which are regularly driven over or
into and needing to be replaced which is a huge financial burden. There are also many
people who park and do not visit our hotel, café or shop but simply use us as a free
convenient space.
In 2019 we will be marking out and saving the spaces to show only where parking is
available, this will be firstly reserved for the hotel residents and there will be no guarantee
of available spaces for afternoon tea, restaurant and CoCoes customers.
The town centre parking should vastly improve at the Pedlars car park and the Market
Place with the work currently being undertaken to install meters limiting people to 2 hours
only of free parking. We know from being on site in the early morning that the Pedlars car
park gets filled up with people leaving their cars and catching the bus to Norwich or Kings
Lynn for the day. The Market Place gets filled with people who work in the town and park
for convenience sake.
We would therefore ask all afternoon tea, restaurant and CoCoes customers to use the
free parking within the town, only a minutes’ walk to us.
Thank you for your understanding and continued custom.
Les, Vanessa, Hannah & Dominic (Owners)

